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ORIGINAL SALARIES
TO BE RESTORED TO
FACULTY MEMBERS
President Allen Gives
Statement of Action
Of Trustees
HEARING TO BE HELD
Present Financial Status
Of University Is
Serious
.1 a meeting held in Augusta on
1:(t,ruary 7 the Trustees of the Uni-
,cHty of Maine voted to restore
,:ilaries of University employees
.6 tl,• level prevailing before the ap- EXPERIMENT MEN
.• the general cut in sal-
.: .. ich became effective in
to33.
PUERTO RICAN DEBATING TEAM
Left to right, Francisco Ponsa-Felin, Arturo Morales
-Carrion, Otto Riefkhol, and Gasper Rivera-Cestero, all members of the Puerto Rican debating team which will meet Maine in a debate to be heldhere March 1. Chester Smith, Sargent Russell, and Spurgeon Benjamin will represent Maine.
 MASQUE SUBSTITUTES
VICTORIAN DRAMA FOR
'JOAN'; IS 3RD CHANGE
:933 reduction in salaries was
order to solve temporarily the
problem involved in the drastic
in the available income of the
•v. and to ciinform to the state
f reducing the salaries of state
s for the period of the financial
The salaries of all other
oyees having been restored to
Cr level by action of the Gov-
- - c.ol Council, the Trustees of the
l-7•,..7- sity believe that justice and fair-
tire that University employees
:vc the same treatment.
•Frustees, through the Hon. Har-
Allen, president of the Board,
•.d the present financial condition
o rs.::iversity, which is serious on
-i having been compelled to ex-
!i ...le resources during the last
does not warrant such a sub-
-!. rease in annual expenditures.
however, that the University
ne far more than its share
:nett the emergency in state
that the people and the leg-
mize the obligation to
..•.11 adequately for the
the Trustees have
•• of salaries according
tm ii of fairness toward
Inmendation of the budget
r the fiscal years 1935-1937,
five-sixths of one mill per
ool of one mill as the law now
,-uld not provide adequately
'versity. even if the scale of
should be continued. The
'present their statement of
o slit ion of the University
o•!ve hearing, which is ex-
text two weeks.
FURTHER INDICATION
OF PACIFIC SENTIMENT
TO DONATE TROPHY
• 
Will Offer Silver Cup for
Best Wrestling
Exhibition
With the aim of developing greater in-
terest in wrestling as an intramural sport.
a silver trophy cup will be donated this
year by the Maine Agricultural Experi-
ment Station to the wrestler giving the
best exhibition of wrestling at the tourna-
ment to be held in March. The cup will
be inscribed with the winner's name and
will become his permanent possession.
Each entrant, regardless of weight, will
have an equal chance to win the cup as
it will not be necessary to win an even!
in the tournament to win the trophy. l•
will be awarded solely on the basis of tl.,
entrant's scientific wrestling ability a-
demonstrated in the tournament. If suf-
ficient interest is shown in the sport, the
cup will be awarded each year.
Wrestling is being coached this year
by Dr. Delmar S. Finks, assistant biologist
of plant breeding and nutrition at the Ex-
periment Station. Dr. rink has had con-
siderable experieoce in wrestling and is
well acquainted wnh t'ie science of that
sport. He is a graduate of the University
of Wisconsin and while there won much
attention as a wrestler and trackman.
Wrestling is one of the more popular
sports at Wisconsin and ranks as a major
sport.
At present Dr. Fink has about 30 stu-
dents enrolled in his classes, from the 125
pound class to the heavyweight division.
Any student who wishes to either join the
class or to take part in the tournament
'should report to either Dr. Fink or to
Prof. Wallace.
As has been customary in past years.
belt buckles denoting championship will
loc. awarded by the Intramural Athletic As-
ciation to the winners in each division.
Majority of U. of Maine Students Freshman Basketeers
Would Not Bear Arms
As Invaders
Al returns in the Literary Di-
;...11. held here recently in con-
the Maine Campus, show
of students at Maine would
' war arms if the United
vaded. the vote being 433
!I was more diverse in re-
•g arms if the United States
!A Act-, 105 stating that they
to bear arms in this case
ered no, in the polling.
•ixth of American univer-
-"taoluates state they would not
-ice the United States were
ling to the figuies concern-
,l:eges and universities where
n(Iticted. Of the 91,055 stu-
n this issue. 83.60 per cent
,n their ballots that they would
,,e of invasion, while 16.40 per
negatively.
' ;is printed in the February 9
e Literary Digest on the Uni-
Maine vote were as follows:
stay out of war ?—Yes, 264;
Will you fight if the U. S. is
Yes. 433; No, 60. Will you
is invader —Yes, 105; No,
,wing largest air and navy
from war ?—Yes, 241; No,
.1 the government control mu-
r, 452; No, 49. Is universal
desirable ?—Yes, 417; No, 80.
U. S. join the League of Na-
184; No, 311.
'1! Cloke was elected President
\ ssociation of Engineers at
,eeting held at Augusta in
Will Go to Aroostook
Another Abe Lincoln?
"I often sit and wonder
At life's peculiar ways.
Why is it that all famous men
Are born on holidays."
This verse is in no way indica-
tive that George Stephen Brush,
born on Lincoln's birthday to As-
sociate Professor and Mrs. Edward
Brush will one day be famous, but
there is no doubt in our minds that
the fond parents are of the opposite
opinion. George Stephen, seven
pounds, eleven ounces, and bounc-
ing, was born at 10:10 at the East-
ern Maine General Hospital. Ac-
cording to custom, we are happy to
state that both Mr. and Mrs. Brush
are doing nicely.
•
UNIVERSITY RECEIVES
VALUABLE EQUIPMENT
FOR TEACHING OF ART
Carnegie Corporation Donation
Will Be Used by
Dr. Huddilston
The University of Maine is to re-
ceive a set of Arts teaching equip-
ment from the Carnegie Corporation
of New York according to informa-
tion just received by President Ar-
thur A. Hauck of the University.
These sets are being given to a lim-
ited number of colleges and univer
skies to encourage and assist in thi.
study of Art. The set consists of
1900 photographs and color prints.
170 volumes on Art. and 20 original
prints.
This valuable equipment. which is the
most extensive collection of any presented
to the University by any one person or
organization, will be very valuable in
!caching Arts courses at the institution.
,• will be used by Dr. John II. Huddilston,
prmfessor of .krt Historv
The Maine frosh A cage team will leave This material enables the teachers to
• - •
this Sunday for its annual Aroostook trip
and will be gone until Thursday. The 
illustrate the many points of Art and to
basketeers will play three evenings in a
trace systematically its evolution and de-
I
velopment. It is expected the set will
row, their first game being Monday night reach the University a little later in the
when they will stack up against the
Stearns High quintet at Millinocket. 
present college year and will be placed
Arts
Tuesday evening the yearlings will take 
in the University Library where the  
History Department is located.
on the Ricker Classical Institute five at
Houlton and the following evening the
men opposing Presque Isle High at 
man of the Electrical Committee of the
Presque Isle.
Presque Isle is slated to he the year-
ling's toughest opponent as they have
already played 20 games or more and
have come out winner in the Aroostook
league. Stearns High. champion of their
league last year. have suffered but one
defeat and that from the strong Maine
School of Commerce five. Ricker Acad-
emy has lost hut two games, one to the
Colby Frosh and one to Mattanawcook
Training School.
Playing on strange floors each night,
f lace to place and the
OUTING CLUB WILL
NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
RAISED FOR MAINE
BY ALUMNI GROUPS
Boston and Southern
Kennebec Ass'ns
Are Donors
Three new scholarships are to be
given by the Boston and Southern
Kennebec University of Maine
Alumni Associations beginning with
the next college year. These come as
GIVE SNOW TROPHY the result of an effort by the General
Snow Sculpturing To Be
Feature of U. of M.
Carnival
Announcement was made yesterday by
Maine Outing Club officials that the club
will sponsor a snow
-sculpturing contest
in conjunction with the University of
Maine's annual Winter Carnival to be held
here February 22, Washington's birthday.
According to the club officials, a cup
will be awarded to the organization which
constructs the best snow image for dis-
play at the carnival. The award will be
based on the amount I.f work performed,
the ingenuity displayed. and the appear-
ance of the work on the morning of Feb-
ruary 22.
It is a tradition at many colleges
throughout the northern part of the United
States, notably Dartmouth, for the partici-
..ting organizations to construct these
ow images for their carnivals, and the
project has been considered here at Maine
!. 4! several years.
Outing club members stated that al-
ready three fraternities had announced
their intention of participating in the
competition, and it is expected and hoped
by club members that all the fraternities.
sororities, and dormitories will compete.
It was announced from the editorial
offices of the Maine Campus this morning
that the Campus would also enter the field.
University Graduate Is
Named Insurance Head
Alvah R. Small of New York City, a
native of South Portland. who has been
vice-president of the Underwriters' Lab-
oratories since 1916, was elected president
of that organization at a recent special
meeting of the Board of Directors held in
Chicago. Mr. Small is a graduate of the
University of Maine, class of 1904.
Ever since graduation he has been con-
nected with insurance underwriting work.
Mr. Small became first affiliated with the
Underwriters' Laboratories in 1906 as
assistant engineer to the electrical engi-
neer. Later he was named special agent
and in 1910 was appointed superintendent
of the Label Service which division he
organized.
In 1916 he was elevated to vice-president
and in 1924 in addition was made manager
of the New York office, which position he
at the time of his latest promotion.
trip will come to a close with the fresh- ETTER PRESIDENT OF Mr. Small has been prominent as chair-
traveling rom p
change of f000d and drinking water will be
some of the difficulties the froth will face
on their hardest trip. But with I.ne of
his best teams in years wearing the Pale
Blue of Maine, Coach Kenyon is confident
that the frosh will give a good account
of themselves.
The program for the Vesper Service
next Sunday will be chiefly musical. in- 250 watt short 
wave transmitter as well
chiding several numbers for the organ by as receiving 
equipment. Under the direc-
Professor H. W. Smith and violin solos tion of the new president of the 
club, it is
by Mr. J him De Long. '38. Professor expected 
that the transmitter will soon be
Ruth Crosby will conduct the service, in a 
condition to go on the air.
MAINE RADIO SOCIET
University of Maine's
W1YA, Expected To
On Air Soon
Station
Go
Marshall Etter '36, operator of amateur
radio station W1DHE, was elected presi-
dent of the newly reorganized University
of Maine Radio Society at its last meeting
held Friday night in Lord Hall. Other
officers elected were John Coombs '36.
assistant secretary, and Paul Palmer '38.
treasurer.
The Maine Radio Society has existed
for several years without student member-
ship, and it was at the request of radio.
minded students that it has again become
active. Its purpose is to promote interest
in amateur radio as a means of cotnunica- ,
tion both locally and nationally, and as
an experimental hobby.
The Radio Society has at its disposal a
y National Fire Protection Association. Hehas served this association as a director as
well as being a member of several com-
mittees. He is a director of the American
Standards Association, and other affiliated
organizations, and has served on Advisory
Councils, Commissions, and Committees of
the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
the American Marine Engineering Sud-
ety, American Society for Testing Ma-
terials. Industrial Commission of the New
yr.rk State Department of Labor, Board
of Standards and Appeals and of the fire
olcpartment of New York City.
REV. HARRY TRUST
WAS VESPER SPEAKER
The vespers service held last Sunday in
the I.ittle Theatre featured an address by
the Reverend Harry Trust. DD., presi-
dent of the Bangor Theological Seminary.
Time service was conducted by Gordon
R. Heath who introduced the speaker.
Miss Ruth Harding read the scripture and
offered a prayer.
A musical feature of the service was
provided by Dana Sidelinger who sang
two songs.
Alumni Association to augment the
scholarship funds of the University
and will make a t‘ dal of firm new
scholarships for 1935-36, announce-
ment having already been made con-
cerning one to be given by the Ohio
Alumni Association.
The Boston alumni group at a meeting
recently voted to give annually two schol-
arships having a value of $75 each which
is equal to the tuition for Maine students.
These are to be awarded to undergradu-
ates preferably from eastern Massachu-
setts.
The Southern Kennebec Association,
centering around Augusta, voted at its
annual dinner meeting last Thursday to
give annually a $75 scholarship which is
to be awarded preferably to a boy or girl
living in that section.
The University Committee on Awards
is to make these awards on a basis of sat-
isfactory conduct and scholastic record
at the University, qualities of leadership,
and financial need
Compared with .'timer College:. in Maine
and in New England the University ranks
very low in scholarship aid funds. The
action of these Associations is part of a
program to overcome somewhat at least
thins Ser1.-MS
BOSTON LECTURER TO
BE CHIEF SPEAKER AT
FARM AND HOME WEEK
Margaret Slattery. Boston, lecturer and
author, has been obtained as the chief
speaker in the special program of recogni-
tion for Maine's 1935 outstanding farmers
and homemakers to be honored at the Uni-
versity of Maine, Mar. 26, George E.
Lord, secretary of the Maine Farm Bureau
Federation, announced today. Since the
reef ogilitioon program is held during Farm
and Home Week, Mar. 25-28, Miss Slat-
tery will fill two engagements. Ifer after-
I104/11 address is entitled "This Thing
Called Living." The evening address will
be "Peculiar Paths to Prosperity."
Miss Slattery received her early train-
ing in the public schools and the State
Normal School of Framingham, Massa-
chusetts. In time latter institution she was
made principal of the School of Practical
Arts after a series of promotion. In 1910,
she resigned her position to give her time
to writing and the lecturer's platfoorm.
She was appointed to the State Board of
Education in 1912 by the Governor of
Massachusetts.
During the World %Var. she spent sev-
eral mm oriths in Europe and a year later
studied youth problems around tlie world,
visiting Japan. China. the Straits Settle-
ments, Ceylon, India, Egypt, and Pales-
tine. She has studied at the I.eague of
Nations in Geneva, in England. Germany.
France, Netherlands, Turkey, and the
Balkans.
Some of her most popular books are:
"You Can Learn to Teach"; "The High-
way to Leadership"; and "He Took It !
Himself."
• 
INTERFRAT COUNCIL
NAMES NEW PLEDGES
1hr following pledge reports ha NC been
received and properly recorded by the
interfraternity council: Delta Tau Delta,.
Henry T. Anderson, Lyme, Connecticut.
John 0. Bartlett, Bangor, R. W. Briggs.
Canton, Arland A. Fitz. Kenduskeag.
John J. Minuitti, North Berwick, Arthur
P. Stubbs. Orono, Eugene Coffin, Offing-
ton.
Sigma Chi, Frederick Brush. Arling
ton. Vermont; Beta Theta Pi, Victor L.
Walker, Woodfords.
Executive Committee
Made Decision
Tuesday
NO CAST FOR 'JOAN'
Masque Officials Unable
To Explain Lack of
Foresight
For the third time of the current
theatrical season, the Maine Masque
has announced its choice of a play
and subsequently changed the selec-
tion for a substitute drama. Tues-
day noon the executive committee
of the organization met and decided
to produce "Double Door," a drama
having its setting in the Victorian
peritxl. in place of "Saint Joan-
which had previously been sched-
ule(l. "I)ouble Door" is promised
for the sedmul week in March on
Wednesday and Thursday evenings
in the Little Theatre.
According to Elston Ingalls. president
if the Masque, and James Day, business
manager, the substitution was made be-
cause of the impossibility of securing an
adequate cast due to the present rushing
period. "Saint Joan" has not been per-
manently discarded as potential Masque
material, they said, but will be given as
the Junior Week play when more students
are available for rehearsals. They gave no
reason for selecting the present choice
except to say that it was a “good play,"
and they gave no excuse for neglecting the
obstacle of rushing when -Saint Joan"
was first decided upon.
-Double Do oor" had a s1u4ort run on
Brooadway last year, but was one of
the less popular plays of the season. It
deals with the powerful influence of a
dogmatic woman who attempts to rule all
her associates and live their life for them.
The play is centered about this one char-
acter and treats oof her attittxle and ac-
tions.
MAINE AND BATES MET
IN RADIO DEBATE THURS.
(Je,rge iark and kohind I ,lc,zer
represented the University of Maine in a
debate against Lawrence Floyd and Da-
vid Whitehouse, of Bates College. which
was broadcast 1,ver radio statioon WLBZ
in Bangor last Thursday evening. [)avid
Brosvii, veteran Maine debater, serving
as chairman. It was a no on-decision debate
over the proposition: Resolved: That the
federal government should adopt the ind-
icy of equalising educatwnal opportunity
throughout the nation by means Of 43/1/1114.11
grants to the several states foe public
riementary and secondary school educa-
tion.
Maine's debaters, taking the affirmative,
contended that education was noos a na-
tional problem, inferiority in the educa-
tional system of any one state affecting
not only that state but the rest of the
union, awl that only through federal
grants might children througiunit the na-
tion come too realize equality of education-
al opportunity. Bates' representatives
countered by indicating that federal grants
would have to be made either with (Sr
without restriction alai by asserting that,
however made, they were not to be de-
sired. Grants unaccompanied by restric-
tions or qualifications, they said, would
result in the dissipation of the funds in
furthering other ends than that of educa-
tion in sonic. states, As for the awarding
of grants to the states upon their meeting
certain conditions, grants as to whose
disposition the federal government would
have some say, there were other objec-
tions, chief of which was that education
under central control—and such control
was viewed as a probable development of
such grants- -tends inevitably to dc-gen-
crate into uniformity.
Bates' speakers proposed that the equal-
ization of educational opportunity be left
to the states themselves. To this the
Maine team retorted by stating that the
states hail already had their chance. Only
through federal grants, they reiterated,
could equality of educational opportunity
he brought about.
A large group of high school students
listened to the debate. Since time proposi-
tion argued was the one with which the
high school debating teams are concerned.
many debaters were among the listeners.
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Winter Carnival
On February 22 will be held the
University of Maine's annual win-
ter carnival. Until about 15 years
ago, these carnivals were held regu-
larly at Maine. but in the early
twenties. they were discontinued.
Last year, mainly through the ef-
forts of Faculty Manager of Ath-
letics Thmlore S. Curtis, a winter
carnival was held and proved so suc-
cessful that it will probably be con-
tinued for some years.
(;eographically, the University of
Maine is more ideally located for a
winter sports carnival than any
other college in the United States,
and by cooperation between stu-
dents and the athletic department,
Maine in a pericvd of a few years
might well supplant Dartmouth as
the winter carnival college of east-
ern United States.
The differences between the types
of carnival sponsored by Dartmouth
and Maine do not involve financial
expenditures alone. Dartmouth has
gained its carnival prestige through
publicity, tradition, and the glamour
incidental to beauty contests, ice
palaces. dramatic presentations, fire-
W4 WIZ etc.
The Maine Outing Club has taken
a step in the right direction by spon-
soring a snow sculpturing contest as
a part of the carnival. It should bC
endorsed by cc , active student
group.
Sorority Rushing
We're in the midst now, of the
traditional season for sorority rush-
ing. This is the season when for-
merly erstwhile friendly girls show
their claws: when, in the dormi-
tories "Keep mit" signs are posted
on doors: when voices are low and
tense behind closed doors. In other
words this is the season of sorority
rushing parties.
But where is all the expected fu-
rore? The back-biting clays of the
past are over, and a new feeling of
good will has been installed. There
are plans and preparations for the
big parties now. There are excited
groups of girls flooding the five and
ten cent stores. The famous Hal-
entitle coffee pot is working day and
night. There is all the fun and ex-
citement of parties, with a minimum
of tears and tribulations.
C. W.
Fellowship Church
February 17
Service at 10.31) a.m. Boy Scout and
Washington Service combined. Dr.
Charles M. Sharpe will speak upon
"George Washington as a Good Scout."
Mr. Cupp, Miss Powers, and the Ch jr
will render another program of "Spiritu-
als" as appropriate to the memory of one
who freed all his onal slaves so many year•
in advance of the great tragedy of civil
war.
Students' Class at 11:30 will be con-
ducted by Dr. Sharpe in the absence of
Dean Muilenburg.
Young Peoples' Club at fr :30 p.m. This
will be an evening of games and social
recreation. All young people invited.
THE BOOKWORM I
the journals of periodical literature
the Bookworm turns this week for a
glance at "personality" writing, the
polemic column. Sprinkled sparsely thru
ce magazines and newspapers of today
one finds the old standbys, the hitching-
post columns of the publications, usually
unchanging in form—and thought. Despite
the fact that most of them are ground out
daily or weekly merely to fill the allotted
space, however, a few are delightfully en-
tertaining to read.
Abundantly blessed with such material
is The New Yorker, as the best humor
magazine of America today should be.
Cleverly recounted anecdotes with an eye
toward sophisticated cynicism, and smartly
pointed paragraphs on rustic backward-
leanings characterize the much quoted
"Talk of the Town" column, the editors'
weekly conglomeration if between-the-
line statements. Howard Brubaker's wit-
ty two-line pemmicans under the heading,
"Of All Things" bring to focus with sa-
tirical verve the political and social hypo-
crisies of the time. "We now have a tele-
phone connection with Japan. Central
reports that Tokio keeps calling for five,
five, five." And, "This department asks
its readers to reserve judgment in the
threatened war between Italy and Abys-
sinia until we hear further details. They
may both be good customers of our du
Ponts."
Following in detail the literary produc-
tions of contemporary authors is the New
York Times Book Review, a Sunday sec-
tion of the Times which is outstanding as
the leader in its field. Daily reviews ap-
pear in all large metropolitan newspapers.
John Chamberlain's "Books of the Times,"
straight, clear English sometimes too di-
dactic, vies in popularity with Harry
Hansen's "The First Reader" column of
review, appearing in the New York World
Telegram. Hansen usually presents his
subject from a more colorful and interest-
ing background.
Christopher Morley, author, lecturer,
and what-not, roams from literature to
travel to politics to economics in "The
Bowling Green" of the Saturday Review
of I.iterature. Morley has conducted this
ambipurposed column for many years and
has become peculiarly adept in writing in
large and wandering terms of trivial mat-
ters. More difficult to reconcile to the
rest of the publication, yet much more
interesting and sentient to life is the "Per-
sonals" column int the back page of each
Saturday Review of Literature. Un-
doubtedly serious and important to the
anonymous authors of each item, the col-
lective appeal of them to the average read-
is saliently strong. "Young man, tall.
jobless, will do anything, even marry.
Box 878." "Yale '26 would like to cor-
respond with an interesting, attractive
young woman, preferably petite." "New
England backwoods cabin desired by
young couple for two weeks late August.
Must be near lake or ocean. TRUANTS."
Life itself in all its agonies and humors is
portrayed in these pages week after week.
giving the disinterested a breakfast food
not understandable by the persons con-
cerned directly in the little advertisements.
The theater is covered and recovered un-
til it assumes an aspect of warmed-up
hash by the newspapers, magazines, and
books, but George Jean Nathan still stands
with his head at, 'ye the waterline. IIis
critical snapshots and pungent squelchers
of current Broadway playdom appearing
in the American Spectator each month
either prop or drop a theatrical produc-
tion, directly and concisely. Of Ruhnis
"Move On, Sister" Nathan cryptically
says, "Junk." And of "Thunder on the
Left." "Morley's novel raped." Benchley.
Hammond, Mantle, Garland, all disappear
betide the one and only George Jean.
Personal colunms. syndicated and lo-
cal, are one of the buying features of the
modern newspaper. Broun, Pegler, M. E.
Tracy, llarry Elmer Barnes of the
Scripps-Howard papers; F.P.A. and his
Conning Towner in the New York lie raid
Tribune: H. I. Phillips in the Sun Dial of
the New York Sun: each contributes
striking and usually liberal opinions on
the current and social chaos.
Hearst's wrongly-directed columnists,
Brisbane. McIntyre. Baer and others sel-
dom show more than print to fill the al-
lotted space. Yet each has his following
disciples. to whom his words "droppeth as
the gentle rain from heaven."
FARM AND HOME WEEK
TO BE HELD MAR. 25-28
DEAN DEERING STATES
Maine's twenty-ninth Farm and Home
Week program will be held March 25-28.
at the University of Maine. Arthur L.
Deering, dean of the College of Agricul-
ture. announk•ed recently.
The priigram, as usual, will begin on
Monday afternoon and conclude with a
banquet on Thursday evening. Originally
designated as Farmers Week, the name
was changed to Farm and lime Week a
number of years ago when women in in-
creasing numbers began to attend.
lit 1907, the first year. 378 registered.
Last year official registration reached
1348.
The program committee for the present
year it, as follows: Maurice 1.). Jones.
chairman , Llewellyn Dorsey. Fred Lor-
ing. Pearl Greene, and Glenn K. Rule.
• 
Patronize Our Advertisers
CORRESPONDENCE
(The torrespeadanr• columns of The Campos
are opts to tli• public on pertinent subfi
aid letters are welcomed. All letters
be signed with the author's real um*, but •
pen name will be used in publicans' of the
letter it desired. The Ideas stated is those
coalman are net socessarily those et The Cana-
pes and should not be MI considered. The edi-
tor reserves the right to witlhold lay letter
es • pan of any letter
To the Editor of the
Maine Campus
Sir:
University of Maine students are
like most people in their inability to
recognize a good thing until after
they have lost it.
Soon, unless they wake up and use
the new recreational facility that the
University has so thoughtfully pro-
vided, they will lose the skating rink
on the Salentine tennis courts. I
had not known it existed until late
this afternoon, when I heard that
the University would not expend
another cent on it unless it was used
more.
While I think the Powers That Be
had the women particularly in mind
when they built the rink, I believe
that the men are also entitled to the
use of it. And they should use it;
everyone should use it. Potentially
it is one of the best means of relaxa-
tion and at the same time stimulation
that we have on campus.
Let's go mad like Vienna, like
Stockholm, like Berlin, like Helsing-
f ors ; let's go mad like New York and
Lake Placid and skate. Let's drag
the old vies out on the ice and waltz.
What could more perfectly supple-
ment the academic; what could be
more carefree?
Penelope
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
1. Obey warning and stop signs.
2. No parking on roads at any time.
3. Faculty and other employees
may use Alumni, Aubert, Mer-
rill, Experiment Station, Print
Shop, and Stevens parking areas.
4. Students park at Stevens and
Armory.
5. Any of the parking areas may be
used Sundays, holidays, and af-
ter 6 p.m. weekdays.
6. Students living at fraternity
houses may park in the rear of
their fraternity houses.
7. Be cautious entering main high-
way from campus roads.
8. A speed of twenty (20) miles per
hour on campus is considered
reasonable and proper.
Dancing to radio and s 'ctn.:a music,
about ten couples enjoyed a vie party at
the S.A.E. house Saturday evening.
Refreshments of fancy cookies and
punch were served during the evening.
Mrs. Edith McCollum chaperoned.
All interested students and faculty
members are notified of a meeting of the
Photography Club, to be held at 301 Au-
bert Hall. Tuesday. February 19. at 6.45
p.m. Dr. Martin will speak on "Color
Photography." An informal discussion
will follow.
When you think of
FLOWERS
Think of
Brockway's
15 Central St. Bangor
'MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Chateau Rink Roller Skating
Ladies-15e Men—Est
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
Old Fashioned Dancing
Admission 3.54
SATURDAY
Modern Dancing
Admission 40(
Chateau
Bangor. Maine
Orono Gas and Tire Shop
socoNY GASOLINES
and
MOBILE CLEAROSOL
MOTOR OILS
75 Main St. ((rut.
Tire Repairing
U. OF MAINE FRATERNITIES
.1
THETA CH I
Theta Chi Fraternity was founded at't
Norwich University in 1856. Here it
remained local until 1905 when the second
chapter was established at M.I.T. Gamma
chapter was installed in 1907, formerly
being the local fraternity, Delta Mu.
The fraternity colors are military- red
and white. The flower is the red carna-
tion. The pin is formed by a coiled ser-
pent surmounted by crossed swords form-
ing the greek letters for Theta Chi.
The local chapter has had a creditable
record in many ways. Its scholastic and
athletic standing has been high. The chap-
ter has averaged one Phi Beta Kappa a
year for the past four years and is repre-
sented in Tau Beta Pi and other honorary
societies. A few of the well known local
alumni are Carleton "Speed" Merritt,
coach at Cranston, R. I.; "Pat" French.
Lewiston High coach; Ex-Mayor Mac-
Fadden, of Auburn; Freeman N'ebb, New
England Champion pole vaulter.
Nationally the 50 chapters of Theta Chi
have had many men prominent in world-
svide and national activities. Some of the
outstanding of these are Grenville Dodge,
explorer and builder of the Union Pacific
Railroad; C. H. Spooner, President of
Norwich University; U. S. Consul Samu-
el Forbue; U. S. Senator Theodore Chris-
tianson also former Governor of Minne-
sota; Holland Stevenson, Chief Engineer
of the U. S. Navy; General William T.
Sherman, U. S. Army; and Walter Har-
nish, President of Hedding College.
Also, in national athletics Theta Chi
has been well represented in all sports. 1
Chief among these are Paul Scull, former
All-American Fullback from Pennsyl-
vania; "Turk" Edwards, All-American
Tackle from Washington and at pre-.
line captain for the Boston Braves, pri ,-
fessional football team; Francis Lindsay
(Maine), former National Cross Count!,
Champion!': Marty McDonough, Caps, •
of the Colgate football team this past
and Ed Wieshert, next year's captain
the same team. At present there are mai
Theta Chis active in all amateur sport,
PHI MU DELTA HELD
SMOKER MONDAY NIGHT
Phi Mu Delta entertained 75 freshmen
at its sm,ker Monday evening, February
lth.
Theodore Curtis. faculty manager of
athletics, showed movies of various college
athletic events. Paul Brown '36, presi-
dent-clect, entertained with a short dem-
onstration of legerdemain and magic
tricks. His talking doll "Charlie" was
iaie of the main features of the evening.
Several games of bridge and "sixty-
three" were played while ping-pong, sing-
ing, and radio music were in progress.
La•t but not least was the beano game.
l'rizes of cigarettes were given to the
winners.
Refreshments of punch, doughnuts, and
apples were served during the evening.
A flash picture was taken of the group
about lo
The Mad Hatter, in the person of
Louise Caldervosid '37, stepped out of
the pages of "Alice In Wonderland" to
hold a tea party Monday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Harry Watson for the Pi
Phi's and their freshman guests.
Gaines were played by the 30 girls
present, and the refreshments of tea and
sandwiches were enjoyed by all.
The committee consisted of Dorothy
Frye, Mildred Dixon, and Miriam Lint-
con.
LIVE in FRENCH
Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old Coun-
try French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate, Advanced. Cer-
tificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sight-
seeing. sports. etc.
Fee $1e. it- aid and Tuition.
June Zackug. I. Write for eircu-
iar to retary, Residential
SummerVon'.
McGILL IVER SITY
MONTRE :
CHURCH NOTICE
Saint John's Universalist ChurchSunday, February 17
At Saint John's Universa'
there will be morning worsl.
with Rev. T. W. Hursfield •;
"The Stuff of Dreams." Mis, :larger
Homer, soloist, with Miss BC,
at the organ. A cordial invitatio% extend.
ed to the student body.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday, February- 17
10:30 Morning Worship. '
will preach the fifth sermoi
graphical series on the ge
"What is Christianity "I
Humanity Without Mere S,
Tolstoy."
Adult Vested Choir.
7:00 The Evening Assembl)
rums. Adult and Wesley Foundation
Student Forums combine this week. The
speaker, Dr. Frank Clelland, teacher of
New Testament at Bangor Theological
Seminary. The subject, "The New Te,ta-
ment Miracles."
NOTICE
Tryouts for parts in the Maine
Masque play "Double Door" will
be held Monday night at 8 o'clock
in the Little Theatre.
Students interested in either this
play or "Saint Joan" are urged to
see Professor Mark Bailey imme-
diately.
Have Your
PERSONALITY WAV I
for the
INTRAMURAL BALL
at the
itiuffum
itirauty
33 Ma::: St.
Tel. 95
BALDWIN PIANOS
Have Quality and Reputation
at Lowest Prices Ever
F. R. ATWOOD
SYMPHONY HousE, li‘
Also
Tuning and Repairing
Tel. 8555
•
Grappled by a Goofy Gander?
04/g0/g/
•P Lorflierd Oe..
When you're mauled by
a Mushy Masher at a masquerade ball . . •
don't struggle ... don't give in ... Simply
light a smooth Old Gold and think of other
matters. Old Gold's delightful fragrance will
charm your senses ... and bring him to his.
AT TWY!NC T I NI S ....TRY &tooth OLD GOLD
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Theatre Talk
By Martin Scrivener
What a panoramic array of
productions the Maine Masque
has offered this year! First,
-
The Animal Kingdom" was
presented so delightfully that all
who saw the play were thrilled
beyond words. "Dangerous Cor-
ner" followed, and that drama
in itself stands alone on its own
merit, but with the supplemen-
tary polish that the Masque add-
ed to it, nothing more need be
said. "Candlelight" then came
along, and the usual excellence
was evident when that was
offered. "Beyond The Horizon"
was so completely perfect that
I was called a no-account rascal
because I insinuated that some
of the characters could have
given more satisfying interpreta-
tions. "Saint Joan" came and
went, and with -two more sched-
uled plays to be given I feel that
my season ticket has given me as
much pleasure as any investment
that I could have made. The
Maine Masque certainly has
made a notable advancement
within some few years. By radio
last year or the year before that
I listened to the history of the
organization, and I heard that
at first only one play each year
was attempted. This year, if the
Masque holds to the same policy
it has the first half, there will be
at least eight.
 4
I don't know to whom the
credit should be given for the
smooth and efficient operation of
the local dramatic club, but there
is obvious evidence of genius
somewhere. Perhaps the officials
who arrange the University cal-
Aar could cooperate with the
Masque officials who select the
plays and decide on the dates
when they are to be given. Per-
haps the University could change
Its schedule so that the Masque
would have less trouble in find-
:ig time in which to give its
;days.
As a suggestion, The Masque
could start rehearsals for the
first play during the summer
vacation. When all was ready for
the production the University
could notify the students that
school would start, and if too
many obstacles weren't en-
countered, perhaps the Masque
could offer the play sometime
during the fall semester. That
situation would demand that the
entire summer vacation be spent
for the Masque members to de-
cide on a play, and so there
would have to be one year when
no plays were given. That might
not be as regrettable as it at
first sounds.
If the first play were in De-
cember, the students could go
home for Christmas immediately
after. Assuming that during the
period since the previous sum-
mer the Masque had agreed on
a play that was suitable ("Little
Red Riding Hood" for instance,
would have to be overlooked be-
cause there is a big, bad wolf in
'he cast, and some of the audi-
. lice might be shocked) for this
tht.atre, the students could re-
Jrn to school about the first of
June for the second play. That
would allow the Masque six
months to choose and rehearse a
Play, and with all that time and
cooperation, perhaps the cast
(.uldn't have to stay at the
theatre so late at night, and the
Masque schedule wouldn't be so
interrupted.
-Another alternative is this:
WP want to give the Masque
members all the assistance possi-
ble; so why couldn't we have all
the plays that were ever written
burned or hidden or disposed of
In some way that they couldn't
Possibly be available for local
Prodnetions? Now, if something
were done to restrict play-
wrights from writing more plays
that would eliminate the trouble
that the Masque has found in
selecting its offerings. Someone
like Hans Christian Andersen
could be allowed to write some
sort of clever little play that
wouldn't be at all objectionable
to the audience. Everybody then
would be happy.
I was unable to discover just
what the next play will be. I
asked several people who should
have known, and they either
didn't know, or they were so cer-
tain that within the hour the
selection would be changed that
they didn't dare commit them-
selves. I would like to see "The
Animal Kingdom" repeated. It
was done so satisfactorily last
fall by the Masque that one more
performance would be gratify-
ing. Of course there is the un-
suggested suggestion of an un-
conventional situation, but if it
is unconventional to be honest,
perhaps more people should live
as they choose and disregard the
attitude other people take toward
them.
Perhaps a delicate theme is
less obvious when it is prominent
than when it is disregarded.
"Candlelight" very noticeably
had an element in it of some-
thing you don't talk about before
the children, but the Masque
dared to offer that play. One of
the characters came to the
Prince's flat for her pajamas,
and they weren't the kind you
wear on the beach either. Maybe
the Prinoe was secretly operat-
ing a steam laundry.
SOCIETY
MUSIC NIGHT TO
BE OBSERVED SOON
Owing to a conflict with a debating
group, the exact date of the Music
Night is not as yet certain.
Unless otherwise announced, how-
ever, Music Night will be held on Fri-
day, March first, in the Little Theatre.
This is an annual event sponsored
by Delta Pi Kappa, in which the vari-
ous musical organizations on campus
take part.
The chorus will sing several num-
bers in which it will be accompanied
by the orchestra and others accom-
panied by piano alone. Both the Uni-
versity orchestra and band will play.
There will also be vocal numbers, solos
as well as groups.
Following the Music Night program,
there will be a stag dance in Alumni
Gym.
Watch for a definite announcement
regarding the date.
Peary Robert But ns, Ruth Mas-
i lionough; Myron Collette, Alice (ot-
ter; Armando Polito, Audrey Bishop;
Philip Gregory, Madeleine Jones;
Roger Bouchard, Ethel Currier;
Joseph Cyr, Louise Calderwood; John,
Ourkee, Marguerite Richards: A.
Laputz, June Clement; Leo Murphy,
Mary Spencer; Joseph Hotz, Bernice
Morin; John Condon, Erma Condon;I
Fiancis Topopolosky, Virginia Nelson; I
%Yakut- White, Evelyn Tracy; William
Ward, Paulette Roussin; James
Hamm; William Halpine, Alice Sisco;
Earle Hill, Margaret Copeland; Karl
Oxner, Carolyn Currier; William Bar-
ker, Dorothy Rabin; Martin Sullivan,
Amelia Woodman; William Mas-- 1
ionough, Adelaide I favis ; Gs ra rd
Brant, Clarissa Grant; Dr. and Mrs.
Morrow; Eugene Nit-Cann; Charles
Cain.
PHI KAPPA'S INFORMAL
HELD SATURDAY NIGHT
Twenty eight couples were present
at the first of the spring semester's
informals given by the Phi Kappa
fraternity, Saturday, February 9. Re-
freshments consisting of harlequin ice
cream and assorted cakes were serves!.
The chaperones were: Major and Mrs.
Eberle and Mr. and Mrs. William
Kenyon. The committee in charge of
the dance was as follows: Joseph
Hotz, chairman; Karl Oxner and
Joseph Cyr.
Among those present were: Festusl
Watson, Eugenia Richards; Frederick ,
Chatterton, Frances Warnell; Charles,
1)elano, Marguerite Gonya; Philip
Ryan, TheresaSo ; Philip P te
son, Eileen Brown; William Murray,
Phyllis Peavy; William Moran, Anora
TWO VIC PARTIES AT
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha had a busy week-
end with a vie party on both Friday
and Saturday nights. Mrs. MacDonald,
chaperoned both parties. Coffee and •
cake was served.
Among those attending Friday night
were: George Fitch and Barbara San-
born; Stanley Dunlap and Georgia
Taylor; Lewis Edwards and Alice
Crowell; Emery Wescott and Marjorie •
March; Wallace Gleason and Betty
Drummond; Enoch Cook and Rachel
Carroll; Arthur Otis and Rachel
Fowles.
Among those attending Saturday
night were: Richard Byther and Mar-
garet Hinckley; Charles McLean and
Naida Sanders; Ernest Dinsmore and
Frances Austin; Emery Wescott and
Marjorie Murch.
eau
SKIING TRIP FEATURES
DELTA ZETA PARTY
The first rushing party of I selta
Zeta sorority, which was held last Fri-
day afternoon, was mainly in the
form of a winter sports event. The
group left campus at 2 p. m., and
skied or snosvshoed across the river to
the home of Mildred Willard, where
they were soon engaged in a lively
candy pull. Skiing and tobogganing
werr next in order. Following this,
the remainder of the candy was passed
around, and the return trip was then
made to the campus.
FORMAL DINNER AT
COLVIN LAST WEEK
A formal dinner was held at Colvin
Hall Wednesday evening, February 6,
at 6:30. Among the guests of honor
were 1'ft-silent and Mrs. Hauck. Dr.
('.ii-,line Colvin, Treasurer and Mrs.
Youngs, I wan Edith Wilson, Miss
Ruth Crosby, Mrs. Delia Sullivan, Mr.
James Gannett, Mr. Elmer R. Hitch-
ner, and Mr. Hershel Bricker.
The program was as follows: Violin
solo by Elizabeth Gray, accompanied
by Georgia Fuller; piano solo by Mar-
garet Crouse; reading by Alice Sisco;
voral solo by Frances Austin; acro-
batic exhibition by Hilda Scott.
PHI MI' SORORITY HAS
FIRST RUSHING PARTY
Phi Mu sorority held its first rush-
ing !'arty Thursday, Feb. 7, at the
IA* on Hall in Orono. About 2.5 fresh-
man wrIs were escorted by the mem-
bers to the hall, where games were
played until time to eat. The food
was served in cabaret style. Speeches
of introduction were made by the
members. The evening was finished by
a prize dance won by two freshmen.
PALE BLUE KEY HAS
ANNUAL STAG DANCE
The Pale Blue Key held its annual
stag dance last Friday night in
Alumni Gym. Despite numerous fra-
ternity dances on the campus, about
couple's danced to the music of the
Maine Bears. Mr. and Mrs Whicker
chaperoned.
TRI-DELTS HAD FIRST
INFORMAL RUSH PARTY
The first of a series of informal
rushing parties was given by the
Delta Delta Delta sorority at "the
cabin," Thursday afternoon. Beano
and vat ious card games were enjoyed,
and eats consisted of hamburgers,
sandwiches, and coffee.
The affair was in charge of Ella
Rowe, Ruth Harding, Audrey Bishop
and Hope Wing.
Dean Cloke will address the Maine
alumni of the Technical Associations
of the Pulp and Paper Industries at
their annual meeting to be held inNew York City. Prof. and Mrs. Bray
and Prof. Leavitt will accompany
I wean Cloke to New York. Prof. Bray
will also address the organization to
which Dean Cloke will speak. Dean
Cloke and Prof. Leavitt will attend
the annual meeting of the American
Concrete Institute which is being held
in New York next week.
Tau Epsilon Phi entertained 25
freshmen at a smoker, February 4. An
interesting program consisting of sev-
eral speeches by the chapter officers
and a short skit by the members was
put on under the direction of Harry
! Helfand, '35. President Lester Meyer,
'36, welcomed the group to the house.
Phi Mu Delta fraternity sponsored
a "Vick" Party Saturday evening,
February 9th. About 10 couples at-
tended. Card playing, dancing and
ping-pong were enjoyed during the
evening.
' Matron Mrs. Ada King, and House
President W ilf red Mat he-on,
! chaperoned.
TOO MUCH
STUD • •
I.
p,
W1114 P. 
CAMEO
PRO SQUASH CHAMPION.
"I have often fought my
way through a tournament
—..onse out weary and ex-
hausted— then smoked a
Camel. Soon my energy is
benruningsgain!Naturally,
1 am partial to Camels."
LEAF-TOBACCO
EXPERTS AGREE:
Camels are made from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos—Turkish and
Domestic - than any
other popular brand."
cr.,— • • vets
a.a it-•• T nano,
elm., • en S C
For Your Pleasure,. Tune In on
THE NEW CAMEL CARAVAN
featuring WALTER O'KEEFE • ANNETT'E HANSHAW
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
TUESDAY
97oo P M FIT. . 19 P LIT.
p m 
MS.?. ...v....eel • 910 p mit T.
9 p m C. LT. P C. S.?.
00 PM PST 530 P II. F. IT.
OVER COAST-TO-COAST wAIDC-CALUMBIA NEM=
HOWARD M. SMITH, JR., '36 ,
"MATH" STUDENT. When you realize
that you are running out of energy, just
remember this advice from one who knows
—Howard Smith, who is taking a heavy
mathematics course: "When I light a Camel,"
be says, "it refreshes me and promotes alert-
ness. Most of the college fellows I know
are Camel smokers. They like that 'lift' they
get from Camels, and also agree with me
that you can smoke Camels all you want
and they never upset your nerves."
•
*g•
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
IIPALTIS •
SCIENTIST. "The enjoy-
ment of smoking means a
lot to me." says R. F.
Mann, B. S. "I picked
Camels as my cigarette
year. ago. I like the aim.,
of CAMAS het t*r (S.- longer
I smoke them. Andra/nos
never jangle my nerves."
As You Like It 1
Again this feature conies to life,
and this time, dear readers, it comes
with a vengeance. Realizing that a
bit of gossip is good for the best of
news-sheets we will endeavor to sup-
ply that gossip although we do not
pretend to write interestingly or
cleverly, but !ether to try to fill an
obvious need. We hope to be fairly
outspoken and not to mince matters
to such a degree that the column will
lose its appeal. We also Finctrely hope
that in our endeavors to be interest-
ing that we will not touch upon any-
thing that aould bring the slightest
bit of opprobrium to our University,
the students, faculty, to the persona
mentioned, or to ourselves. Undoubt-
edly some one will be offended, we can-
not always be certain how a person
will take to our meanderings, but we
hope that our offense will be forgiven
and quickly forgotten. Furthermore,
because we feel that the importance
attached to pin-hanging has been over-
emphasized on our campus, and be-
cause the subject has become tire-
some in this column, we will try to
restrict mention of the subject to the
lowest possible minimum. But in order
to keep in step with the times, we
,hall undoubtedly find it necessary to
include an occasional one. Heigh, Ho!
Someone has said that I'eg Thayer
looks like one of James Montgomery
Flagg's drawing of a Cosmopolitan
cover gals. We agree, and leould
seem that James Otto, Norman I reels,
and several others are of a like
opinion. We wonder who will finally
claim the undivided attention of the
fair Bangor co-ed? With Jim definitely
hitching his wagon to the delightful
Old Town star. Margot Grazebrook,
and Norman making the rounds of
Orono with Muriel l'erkins and Betty
Bowles, we wonder what the next de-
velopment will be?
As a matter of interest—led you
know that Muriel Perkins was chosen
Queen of the Artist's Colony at
Kennebunkport last summer? And
hat makes the choice of more moment
- that she was chosen by a group of
celebrated artists who sought her
utterly as a model for their sketches
of America's Glorious Femininity?
We hear from an authentic source
that oui man-about-the-world, Tom
Button, says that now-a-days he goes
out with none but those of the social
elite of the co-eds at our Institution.
Oh. Tom, you old smoothie!
It seems that Lambda Chi and Phi
Eta athletes have a certain appeal to
toe!) girls. We dirt-dishers were sip-
ping our nightly tiffin at a local cafe
in the next booth to six gals from a
town sorority and got the lowdown.
Although the writers were all ears,
we couldn't catch any names unless
they were Clarence, Art, Don. etc.,
etc., or something like that.
With Frank Rinn gone back to the
Capitol City it seems that the Bunker-
Sisco romance is smouldering and
ready to burst into flames again.
• • • • •
SVonder if Larcom misses Irona7
• • • • •
Betty Crowley seems to be casting
an appreciative eye at a freshman
whose moniker is George Something-
or-other.
A good show of brotherly love is be-
ing demonstrated at the A. T. 0. house
with I roherty, Perkins, and Duff
vieing for the affections of a certain
freshen(' whose initials are A. G. C.
and co—es from Lewiston. The triangle
in a new form, eh boys?
• • • • •
Oh, W ustee, ithn'th you coming up
to thee me Toothday night? Some
shoveling, eh Wustee?
• • • . •
Arehy, NVally, how could you! Have
you no pity for the heartaches of that
dear little Biddeford high school
mentor? Oh, well, campus erigagerni•nte
never did mean much.
• • • • •
We hear that there is a little Pip
Squeek in the freshman class that is
supposed to be true to at least seven
girls, but he very certainly struck a
well-known snag when he attended the
Phi Kappa party last Saturday eve-
ning. Can't you take a hint Pippa?
Arid when she frankly and honestly
tells .1 that you are flies in her
soup-
What sort of fad has sprung up
(trI campus!' All the girls are sudden-
ly having trouble with their ankles;
Kay Meteor is limping in the left
limb. or maybe it's the right), and so
IS Kay Meisel!, Ev Tracy stepped out
of a car on to some ice that was un-
commonly slippery, and now the tape
may be seen under the sheer silk.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
—1 MAINE REPRESENTED
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FRATERNITIES i AT A MODEL LEAGUE
In an unique and particularly intimate
way, the history of Sigma Nii fraternity
is related to the great Mother State, Vir-
ginia. There on January 1, IWO, at Vir-
ginia Military Institute, Sigma Nu was
founded by three young military students.
Today there are 91 active chapters
throughout the United States.
Theta Epsilon, originally a local fra-
ternity on the Maine campus, became Del-
ta Nu Chapter of Sigma Nu in 1913.
Present members of Delta Nu are very
active in extra-curricula activities. Its
members are represented in the Pale Blue
Key Society, Scabbard and Blade, Civil
Club, Campus and Prism boards, Band.
Sigma Phi Sigma fraternity was eiund-
ed at the University of Pennsylvania on
April 13, 1908. by a group of three men:
Brice II. Long, Percy H. Wood, and Guy
P. Needham. At present there are 14 ac-
tive chapters 1.4 Sigma Phi Sigma. hicated
throughout the United States. The gen-
eral expansion policy of the fraternity has
been directed toward state colleges and
universities, with chapters located at
private institutiiins in the miuority.
Lambda Delta, the local fraternity from
which the Eta chapter of Sigma Phi Sig-
Too Epsilon Phi,
Tau Epsiliin Phi was biunded as a pro-
fessienal medical fraternity at CI .lumbia
University on Oct her 19. 1910. Three
years later it vvas reorganized as a social
undergraduate fraternity. At the present
the roll shows thirty-seven chapters
extending friim California to New It
Canada. Amiiiig the fraternity's
outstanding men are Ludwig Lewisiihn,
author i "The Island Within" and "Up-
stream'', and Maurice NVormser. Profes-
sor if Girparatiiin law at Fordham
%ersity, the writer if several textboiiks
ciirpi 'ration finance.
Tau Zeta Chapter of Tau Epsilon Ph'
ails inducted at Maine on May 29. 1929.
with eleven charter members. The tiro
itittctiugs were held in Oak hall. but later
the i'hatiter held its meetings in the M.C.A.
' ,• From September, 1931. to June
Tau Beta Pi. A.I.E.E., Sigma Delta Zeta,
Phi Kappa Phi, Spanish Club, Forestry
Club, and Kappa Gamma Phi.
Sigma Nu in 1933-34 placed men on
varsity fisaball, baseball and track teams
and has had successful intramural volley
ball, touch football, and bowling classes.
The local chapter retains a high rating in
journalistic accomplishments, having had
among its members in 1933-34, the editors
of the Campus. Prism. and Moine Review.
Prominent Sigma Nu alumni are Archi-
bald Henderson. Giivernor Talmadge of
Georgia, Ellsworth Vines, Howard Bar-
Burten Rascoe, Edgar Kobak, vice-
president of National Broadcasting Com-
pany, and Dr. Harry W. Chase.
ma was fi 'rmed. was founded at the Uni-
versity of Maine. in Oak Hall, on Decent- ,
ber 15, 1919. .-'was the case in the in-
fate stage of other fraternities on the
campus, Lanibda Delta held its early meet-
ings in Lord Hall. On October 29, 1921,
Lambda Delta was installed as Eta chap-
ter of Sigma Phi Sigma.
The aim of Sigma Phi Sigma has not
been so much the rapid expansion of the
I number of its chapters, but instead, it has
rated more 1,11 the scholastic attain- I
mein and character of its members.
OrnirrbiTii-Delt
1913, the fraternity house was located next
ta the Sigma Phi Sigma house. Since
September. 1933. the chapter has had its
house at the present location.
Aiming the chapter alumni who is cre
prominent the campus are: Bernard
Berenson, captain of varsity relay track
team in 1929 Joseph Schultz. adjutant in
the R.O.T.C. and member of Phi Beta
Kappa: Monroe Romansky. varsity foot-
ball and baseball teams, and Senior Skull;
Sa  Bachrach, heavyeeight boxing
0,„„,to„, iii 1033 and varsity football
te.ini autel Is'' bert Berg, sports editor of
tee t. ameus for three years.
snit. house is mei- represented in the fi.1-
lotv Mg activities : varsity debating. piist-
prandial. Pale Blue Key Society, Intra-
mural Xthletie Asstwiation, Der Deutsche
V,-rein, and Scabbard and Blade.
Tailspin Tommy's wife has gone
home to Port Washington, N. V., and
now Tom is looking for another pro-
peller. May we suggest the Colvin
Airport? There are some flyers up
there that miss you so it eould seem.
It has been said, we just said, that
all English Majors have something in
common, and we wonder what the
Skowhegan Skylark has in commen
with the blonde Apollo. Can't you
take it. Carl!' Maybe there is some
outside influence that will restrict the
romance.
T he Reussin- Saw ye r romance has
froze-ti for the present, but with spring
and everything coming on-- still, may-
be it was born to blush unseen.
And speaking of romance ... BUSSIC
ay went to Bowdoin, or perhaps
Bovedom came here, and since that
time the girls have been singing to
her. No doubt that is better than tl,
have Bess S1111: to the girls.
SATURDAY EVENING
the members of the Sigma t 'I,
fraternity suffered a slight scare when
a fire broke out in the chimney of
their house on College Avenue last
Saturday night about seven o'clock.
The Orono fire department was called
and, with the aid of the boys in the
house, soon extinguished the blaze. I
The fire, which burned a small hole
in the roof, was discovered by a pass-
erby. Although insurance adjust-
ment had not been made as yet, the:
damage is estimated to be less than
8100.00.
(-wore(' Dow, Professor of Economics
in the College of Agriculture, will
speak before an assembly of Grange
members in Levant, Maine, Wednes-
day, Feb. lath. His subject will deal
with "The Irairymen's Outlook for
1935."
The list of questions scheduled for
discussion at the Model League, which
is to meet at Mount Holyoke, on:
March 8 and 9, reveals material of
unusual importance to present world
affairs. The topics which are claiming
first attention are, The Control of ,
Munitions, Propaganda, The Terror-
ists' Activities, Sanctions, Regional
Pacts, Non-Tariff Trade Barriers, and
of course, the Forty-Hour Week plan,
which will be taken up by the I. L. 0.
The University of Maine will be rep-
resented in the league.
The first of these topics, following
the Nye investigations, which started'
to operate this past summer, and!
which bore such international im-
plications, is a problem which is oc-
cupying the world public at the pres-
ent moment. In view of the additional
appropriations granted to the Nye
Commission, and moves on the part of
Great Britain and of Italy to conduct
similar investigations, as well as
would-wide interest in the entire situ-
aation. the work of this committee
looms as one of the most timely of the
League's programme.
The question of Propaganda has
greater implications than are at first
apparent. Propaganda has already
played a conspicuous role in the his-
tory of the world. It admittedly was
one of the greatest of the factors
which operated to delay the recogni-
tion of Russia by the United States.
More recently, the dispute over the
radio station, which was erected on
the border-line of Germany and Aus-
tria, on German soil, and which con-
tinued to disperse propaganda, at-
tracted international attention. Each
nation naturally controls propaganda
within its own limits, but now the na-
tions are realizing the need to take
some concerted measures to control
newspaper and radio propaganda
without the national boundaries.
The committee dealing with the
terrorists' activities will derive much
of its material from the Jugoslavian I
situation. When the Hungarian gov-
ernment was accused of having har-
bored camps of these terrorists, the
matter was brought up before the
League Council. The decision of this
body, however, was merely to place the
blame on certain indefinitely named
. individuals, and to exonerate the gov-
ernment of any actual guilt in the
matter. Following this, Captain Eden
introduced a proposal which, in effect,
would result in the establishment of
some sort of World Court to pass
judgment on all such problems. The
question of extraditing a man for
• political offense is naturally likely to
prove of great interest.
Sanctions. and Regional Pacts,
which will be the problems of Com-
mittee number 1, are receiving in-
creased :Mention today. The situation
in the Chaco, and with China and
Japan, have illustrated the felt need
of developing some means of inter-
national pressure to operate for peace-
ful arbitration. On January 16, the
League of Nations Assembly's Chaco
committee, establishing a major pre-
cedent, unanimously recommended that
all League members end their arms
embargo in so far as it applies to
Bolivia and strengthen it in so far ;
as- it applies to Paraguay. The resolu- •
Oen adopted does not mention Sanc-
tions or Article XVI, but the action.
all admit, amounts to the first applica-
tion of sanctions and to condemning
Paraguay henceforth a, the aggressor
THE GETTYSBURG ADDRESS,
MR VAN PIDDLE — DELIVERED
IN YOUR MOST PISMO** 
MANNER 
THE SMOKING TOBACCO THAT
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BECAUSE OF ITS MILDNE45
ANC NIELLOVJNESS 15
PRINCE ALBERT/
in the Chaco war. The interest in the
pessibility of regional pacts is seen in
the present attempt to get Germany
to sign the Eastern Locarno, which
isould, in turn, effect a large number
of other nations indirectly.
Much of the problem of the non-
tariff trade barriers is nothing more
than the attempt of the different na-
tions of the world to effect theiro
economic nationalism. The effort is to
create barriers which would effectively
increase the national exports, while
diminishing the imports. Such barriers
are the quota, which has been eo well
developed by France, and managed
currency, with which the United
States and Great Britain have been
experimenting.
The I. L. 0. will be discussing a
topic which is of interest to the United
States in particular, in view of her
having recently joined this organiza-
tion. The subject of the forty-hour
, week is of especial interest in vice ,
I the present debate in this country ••
hours of labor.
• The papers and periodicals roe
!carrying daily reports pertaining to
each of these questions, and the Model
League does well to concentrate as at-
tention on problems of such timely in-
terest and importance. With such a
programme of challenging material,
we are anticipating some contributions
of real merit to be made to all of these
intermit ional problems.
Tau Epsilon Phi entertained la
couples at a party given for the fresh-
man rushees last Saturday night. Re-
freshments consisting of ice cream and
cake were served at intermission. Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Goldsmith were the
chaperones.
Lester Meyer and Harry Helfand
were on the committee in charge of
the affair.
The Telephone "can take it!"
Your telephone must work 24 hours a day. It
must be immune to icy blasts of the frozen north
—dry burning heat of the desert—heavy, humid
atmosphere of swamp lands.
And it is. For Western Electric—manufacturing
unit of the Bell System—sees to it that telephones,
switchboards and cable are prepared for life any-
where. Through long experience and rigorous
testing, telephone engineers have learned how to
make apparatus which is
not adversely affected by
the whims of climate.
Through pioneering and
producing such improved
appa ratu s, Western Electric'
contributes to the year
'round reliability of your
Bell Telephone service.
BELL TELEPHONE
FOUR SCORE AND SEVEN YEARS AGO
OUR FATHERS BROUCIHT FORTH ON THIS
CONTINENT A NEW P4ATIOI
, CONCEIVED IN to'Ner
ETC,ETC
*Pe
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DR. D. B. DEMERITT
',kid of the Forestry Department,
d in charge of the Contest.
Totem pole.? No. these "trees"
will be used to test the skill and
'speed of Maine Aimee in the
Wood Chopping Contest. March
25, at the University of Maine.
:olvin Hall Formal Dance Was CHOPPING CONTEST WILL
Attended by Many Students Fri. BE HELD HERE DURING
FARM AND HOME WEEK
.ding social event of the year
in Hall formal dance Friday,
• and patronesses were Mrs.
n. Mr. and Mrs. James More-
:al Mrs. Delyte Morris, Miss
-1 and Mr. William Wells.
were President and Mrs.
parfait, and coffee were
,•,.. P, r:cy Reynolds Orchestra fur-
01 t'
:,,itice in charge consisted of
1.ee Blackington. Caro-
Elizabeth Shiro, and Hope
were: Betty Crowley,
d; Agnes Crowley,
Charlotte Lachance,
Il..:1,1ne; Alice Sisco, James
ra.!::i Fuller, George Osgood;
St:iley Henderson: Paulette
Whitman; Carolyn Loth-
:: Alfreda Tanner, James
litg, Al Galbraith; Dixie
Hill; Betty Hart, Bob
ni Bertels, Russell Wal-
. Roger Colbert; Phyllis
• ralaree; Evelyn Tracy,
rgaret Hall, Carl Tay-
:r, Frank Southard;
o: I.ucey ; Lee Black-
Caroline Currier,
:iired Coburn, Henry
' Perkins, Norman Car-
l' red Parsons ; Frances
. Elizabeth Gardiner,
c1tcrine Bunker, Elmer
ann, Darrell Currie;
ii ward Stagg; Hilda
er; Marian Hilton.
CHIFFON HOSIERY
FOR WOMEN
All the New Shades for
Formal Evening Wear
79(-2 Pairs for $1.50
Goldsmith's
qui
THANK YOU
We know there will be some
nice gowns at the Ball
Feb. 21
,)Stein Co.
I. vv. York Machias
Don't Forget
That We Are
HEADQUARTERS
For
POPULAR PRICED
CANDIES
PARK'S
are and Variety
'lilt St., Orono
Gordon Raymond; Estelle Blanchard,
Richard Lunt; Madeline Roussin, Philip
Snow; Ruth Sylvester, Roland Gleazer;
Evelyn Boynton, Gene Wakely; Ruth
Shurtleff, Kenneth Webb; Eleanor De-
laney, Wayne Rich.
Edna Matthews. Fred Roberts; Vic,-
ginia Palmer, Kenneth Parsons; Kay
Cox, Lyndon Keller; Adolphine Voeg-
elin, Actor Abbott; Rose Whitmore,
Charles Dexter; Althea Millette, Paul
Brown ; Geneva Epstein, Irving Perkins;
Virginia Moore, Huck Sawyer; Jean
Mitchell, Harold Woodbury; Mary Hale
Sutton, Skipper Hancock; Ella Rowe. Joe
Galbraith; Phyllis Webber, Parker Frost.
David Brown, editor of the
Prism, states that all students hav-
ing pictures for the feature section
of the magazine should see him as
soon as possible. Further, juniors
are requested to hand their achieve-
ment papers in.
A aaiod chopping contest, symbol of
Maine's greatest industry, will be the
opening feature of Farm and Home Week
at the University of Maine, March 25.
Dr. D. B. Demeritt. head of the forestry
department, anticipating the contest, su-
pervised the "planting" of 14 uniform size
logs last fall before the ground was frozen.
This contest, it is announced, supplants
temporarily at least the state-wide milk-
ing contest in vogue for several years.
Entries are now being received by county
agricultural agents in the several Maine
counties.
Fred Loring, director of short courses,
at the College of Agriculture. and Albert
D. Nutting, extension forester, are assist-
ing Dr. Demeritt in developing the plans.
At a meeting of the University Chorus
Tuesday evening Evelyn Adriance was
elected president of the society and Rich-
ard Berry secretary.
Enjoy Yourself Again
at the
INTRAMURAL BALL
Music by
1.11111 Moline! and His Georgians
Maine's Best
Memorial Gymnasium, Feb. 21
Le *ndezvous
If you're hungry after "rushing"
CALL US FOR REFRESHMENTS
We deliver anywhere on campus
We have a new line of
DICTIONARIES IN
ENGLISH FRENCH LATIN SPANISH
and GERMAN
Ask to see the new Rogets THESAURUS
University Store Co.
•
ENJOY WINTER SPORTS?
Then You Will Surely Need a Pair of Our Serviceable
SNOWSHOES or SKIS
We Have All Models in Stock at Prices Exceptionally Low
Also
Snowshoe Sandals and Ski Bindings
RICE and MILLER CO.
BANGOR
118 Years on Broad Street
In The Library
BOOKS OF THE WEEK
L'Annee Philologique, ed by Jules
Marouzeau. 016.88 M348 v. 7 '32
Brown. H. Scientific Organizations ios
17th Century France. 506 B8I4
Eurich, A. C. Reading Abilities of Col-
lege Students. 151.2 Eu73
Ferrero, G. Ancient Rome and Modern
America. 901 F4I5
Forster, E. M. Goldsworthy Lowes
Dickinson. 335 D56f
Frank, Waldo, ed. America and .41fred
Shrontz. 770 St53f
Freud, Sigmund. Wit and its Relation to
the Unconscious. 157.224 F896
Gray. W. S., ed. General Education, Its
Nature. Scope and Essential Elements.
378.1 G795g
Horrabin. J. F. .4n Atlas of Current Af-
fairs. 911 H786
Kraus. Hertha. Work Relief in Germany.
331.137 K8O8
Lockwood, F. C. The Life of Edward E.
Ayer. 913 Ay24L
McKay, R. C. Some Famous Sailing
Ships and Their Builder. 387.5 M 192s
Minnesota. University. Extra-Curricu-
lar Activities at the University of Min-
nesota. 371.8 M666
Smith. A. K. Tall Children. 811.5 Sm51
Stanford, A. B. Men, Fish and Boats.
o39.2 St25
Swift, Jonathan. Satires and Personal
li'ritings. 827.52 Sa
Thompson, A. R. Nature by Day.
590 T371n
Thompson, Sylvia. Breakfast in Bed.
823.91 T377b
U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey. Leveling
in Maine. 551.53 Un3
Vincent, J. M. Aids to Historical Re-
search. 907 V743a
Warren, H. C. Dictionary of Psychology.
150.3 W253
Waterman, E. L. Elements of Water
Supply Engineering. 628.1 W311
White, S. E. Folded Hills. 813.49
W582f
Wientan, H. N. Is There a God?'
231 W637
Williams. Valentine. Masks Off at Mid-
night. 823.91 W676
Wilson, Louise. Horns iii Velvet. by
Joan Ramsay (pseud.) 811.5 W695
GENERA!. HISTORIES OF
SCIENCE
Dampier-Whetham, W. C. D. A History
of Science and Its Relations with
Philosophy ,ffid Religion. 1929 509
D188
Drachma'', J. M. Studies in the Literature
of Natural Science. 1930 509 D781
Gibson, C. R. Heroes of the Scientific
World. 1921 509.2 G357
Harvey-Gibson. R. J. Two Thousand
Years of Science. 1931 509 I1262a
Haskins. C. H. Studies in the History of
Mediaeval Science. 1924 509 H27
Huxley, T. H. Life and Letters of T. H.
Huxley. 1900 509 H98
Mayer. J. R. The Seven Seals of Sci-
ence. 1927 509 M45
Osborn. H. F. Impressions of Great Nat-
uralists. 1928 590 0s22
Reymond. A. History of the Sciences in
Greco-Roman Antiquity. 1927 509 R33
Sartori. George. introduction to the his-
tory of Science. 1927 509 Sa77
Sedgwick, W. T. .4 Short History of
Complete New Stock of Pipes
25e to $5.00
Kaywoodie $3.50 and $5
Normand 1.00
Yellow-Bole 1.00
Frank Medico
Eversweet Briar
Collegiate Ovals
Honey Dew
1.00
50e
25e
50e
Pipe Cleaners with each 50e pipe
or over FREE
NICHOLS' DRUG STORE
Orono
Reserve Your Tux for Rental-We Have a Complete Line
For Sale or Rental Use
See Our Special Value-Complete Formal Attirc
TUXEDO
(including Vest)
SHIRT AND COLLAR
TIE-STUDS
-SOX
ALL
FOR 21 85AND
• UP
TOggery Shop
Orono
•
-SPECIAL-
FRESH
CHOCOLATES 25i• lb.
GUM DROPS 15c lb.
A new and complete line of 5s* CANDY BAR',
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
•
Order your TUX SUIT now for
THE
INTRAMURAL BALL
Tux Rentals our Specialty
Many Swallowtails
New Tux Suits $25.00, $30.00, $35.00
Vests included
See our FREEMAN SHOES for formal wear
You will save money by a visit to our Mid-winter Sale
Now Going on
BEN SKLAR
Old Town Main,
 A
Science. 1927 509 Se28
Thonidike, Lynn. History of Magic and
Experimental Science During Thirteen
(entries of Oar Era. 1923 509 T39
Thorndike. Lynn. Science and Thought
in the Fifteenth Century. 1929 509 T39s
Ginsburg, B. The Adventure of Science.
1930 509.2 G435
Lenard. 1k E. A. Great 3Ien of Science.
1933 509.2 L546
HISTORY OF BIOLOGY
W. A. Pioloqy and Its Makers.
1908 570.9 L819
Locy, W. A. Growth of Biology. 1925
570.9 L819g
Nordenskiold, Erik. The History of Bi-
ol,,gy. 1928 570.9 N755
Singer, C. .4 Short History of Biology.
1931 570.9 $164
Taylor. H. 0. Greek Biology and Medi-
cine. 1922 570.9 T214
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Thurs., Feb. 14
"THE WHITE PARADE"
with
Loretta Young. John Boles :up
an all star cast
RATED among best ten of the
year
Fri., Feb. 15
Irene Dunn and _John 1' '
"AGE OF INNOCEN "
EXCELLENT-
OUTSTANDING entertaininct.:
Positively worth seeing
Sat., Feb. 16
Big &tilde feature program
"MUSIC IN THE AIR"
"THE FIRST WORLD
WAR"
No advance in prices
Mon.. Feb. 18
"HELDORADO"
with
Richard Arlen. Madge Evans and
Ralph Bellamy
Romance and comedy
Tues., Feb. 19
another double feature program
"CHEATING CHEATERS"
e reat comedy starring Fay Wray.
If ugh O'Connell and Minna
(;timbell
Co-feature
"HOUSEWIFE"
starring Bette Davis, George Brent,
Ann Dvorak and John Halliday
Wed.. Feb. 20
As usual a big special for
two-fint-inie-nite
"WEDNESDAY'S CHILD"
with Karen Morky, Edward
Arnold and Frankie Thomas, Jr.
Coming soon
"DAVID COPPERFIELD"
"COUNTY CHAIRMAN"
with Will Rogers
"FORSAKING ALL
OTHERS"
and all the big hits
1.Vait and see these: at your local
theatre
te-
L
Just Arrived!
NEW D It ESS ES
For your Formal and
Informal
AFFAIRS
This Season's Smartest
Style Hits-And All
Within Your Budget
Priced $6.95 to $10.95
THE STAR STORE
115 hi 125 Main St.
BANGOR. ME.
•
FIRE - SMOKE - AND WATER SALE
AT A. J. GOLDSMITH'S OLD TOWN
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS OF MEN'S AND YOUNG MEN'S
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES TO BE SOLD AT SAC-
RIFICE PRICES, AS WE MUST SOON VACATE OUR STORE
TO ALLOW FOR REBUILDING.
—By Ray Gailey
The writer had planned to dis-
cuss the interscholastic basketball
situation this week but because of
lack of time and space it will be
postponed until the next issue. Con-
sequently this column will be a bit
of this and that and nothing much
at all.
ll'ith practically every sport hay-
ing some kind of a meet or contest
this week, there is no dearth of
sport news. The writer zeoidd espe-
cially like to call attention to the
article on the cup to be awarded by
the Experiment Station to thezerest-
ler giving the best performance at
the annual tournament. If'restling
has achieved the prominence of a
major sport in many colleges alui
probably does not get the attention
at Maine that it should. IVe hope
that the addition of a silver trophy
cup to the prizes will be an added
incentive to bring the rugged indoor
sport the popularity it deserves.
• • • • • •
A like award is being made by
the Maine Outing Club to encour-
age winter sports with particular re-
gard to an annual %%-inter carnival.
Until last year winter carnivals
were few and far between but the
success of last year encouraged the
Intramural Board to try it again
this year. We hope that the stu-
(lent body rill become interested
and put their seal of approval on
the project, for with the backing
of the M.O.C. which has grown by
leaps and bounds the past two years
there is every indication of success.
• • • • • •
A letter from Bob Berg, for three
years sports editor of the Campus,
to the Chief (Mullen) shows that
Bob is still loyally standing behind
his alma mater. In part we quote
"....attended the B.A.A. track
meet last night and had the pleasure
of seeing 21lairic cop both the one
and two mile relay races. . .Bumped
into Duke PeCourcy, Jack Frost,
Romeo Pmcarelli. and Pete Karak-
kas while tiling out of the Boston
Garden and got into a short bull ses-
sion which a cop broke up... The
two-mile relay team looked great.
aus happy to see Ken ttlack back
in his own place tin(' hitting them
off at a great rate...Marsh is one
sweet runner. The one-mile relay
quartet had quite a struggle and
earned a hard fought victory.
Goddard made the semi-finals but
was outclassed after that; the com-
petition being too keen. Huff put up
a good race hut was shut out in the
first heat of the dashes.- Bob may
no longer be in the news-gathering
business but he still has a keen nose
for what is goal
In the February issue of QST. a radio
magazine. W. IL Goodell. Jr., '30. has an
excellent article entitled "Getting Co-
the antenna S,,t elfl
Get your SHELL GAS
at
Kelley Road Station
opposite the
Country Club
Winter oils, and non-rusting
alcohol at regular prices
11c; M,Latighlin rop.
Have Your TUXEDOES
Cleaned and Pressed
Hill son
We'll take care of your
Tux Shirts and Collars
With Buck Rogers leading the way in
his most stellar performance of the year
the Frosh A came from behind in the last
period to win, after staging the most des-
perate sort of an uphill battle. Through-
out the first half the play of the Frosh
team had been erratic. They were lack-
ing in both team play and aggres-i oaiess.
and before the halt was over they seemed
a completely demoralized outfit.
The score was 15-7 in favor of Rumford
when the teams came out for the second
half. From then on the play was domi-
nated by the Frosh who put on a rally that
had the crowd fairly shaking the rafters
with their cheers.
Fighting desperately and refusing to
give up, the Frosh tied the score in the
third period before Rumford could scort
a point. From then on the game was al-
most a dog fight with both teams refusing
to give way. Rumford had a one pc,ii••
lead that looked sufficient. As the 1!..
was changing hands at the middle of I!
court, however, Rogers suddenly cut I. •
again and scored a basket reversing
tables on Stevens.
For the next three minutes the 1.
played a stalling game which Rumford :
seemed unable to break up; and the ball
was still in the hands of the Frosh team
when the final whistle blew. Rogers was
easily the most outstanding man on the
floor, with Puiia starring for the visitors.
In the preliminary game, Frosh B were
defeated by Monson mainly through the
work of Zimmerman and another member
of Munson's famous Suomi family.
Lineups:
FROSH A 23 RUMFORD 22
Chute RF.. Sciarrafa, 1 (2)
Tarbell
Lord, 2 (1) LF Thomas, 2
Van Gundy Sciarrafa, 1
Veague
Lees. 2 C Ziko, 1 (3)
Graham
Rogers, 6 (2) RG Wenkus
Hussey Theriault (1)
Puiia, 3Swensiin LG 
Chute
FROSH 1115 MONSON 38
Cary, 1 RF. Suomi, 5 (1)
Tarbell, 1
Dunlap LF  Homer (2)
Veag tie, 1 Puller, 2 (1)
Lowe, 1 C..Zimmerman, 4 (1)
THE MAINE CAMPUS
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Thursday, Feb. 14—
Thursday, Feb. 21
Sat., Feb. 16 University Club
Meet at Boston
Sat., Feb. 16 Frosh Track
Team vs. Bridgton at
2 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 16 Frosh B vs.
Mattanawcook at 7 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 16 Frosh A vs.
Lewiston at 8 p.m.
Mon., Feb. 18 Frosh A vs.
Stearns at Millinocket
Tues., Feb. 19 Frosh A vs.
Ricker at Houlton
Wed., Feb. 20 Frosh A vs.
Presque Isle at Presque
Isle
Quarter Final Stage
According to an announcement by
Coach Small, the annual indoor tennis
tournament has advanced to the quarter :
finals. Much excellent material has !
shown up in the spirited contest which is
developing for the annual cup.
Advancing to the third round: Fellows
defeated Bates, 6-3, 6-2; Healey defeated
R. Hamilton Idefault) ; Hooper defeated
Brook!, 6-1, 6-3; J. Hamilton defeated
Gregory, 6-2, 6-6; Youngs defeated
Jones, 6-0, 6-2; Johnstone defeated
Hirshen, 8-6, 6-4; Cronkite defeated Van
Gundy, L. Brookes defeated Buck. 4-6.
7-5, 6-4.
On Saturday, February 16, the follow-
ing quarter final matches will take place
at the Memorial Gym: Brookes vs.
Cronkite, 7:00 a.m.; Hooper vs. J. Ham-
ilton. 9:00 a.m.; Healey vs. Fellow,.
11:00 a.m.; Youngs vs. Johnstone, 1 :00
p.m.
Hays. 3
McDonough RG MacPherson, 1
Addison (1)
Perlmutter  LG...Crockett, 3 (1)
Adams Dore. 1
A sectron of the department
where Chnter.field 1.1hacces
art hlrnded and cress-Altnded.
Phi Eta Kappa Defeats
Theta (him Final Game
A surprising upset in intramural basket-
ball came last Monday night a hen Phi
Eta Kappa sent the defending champion,
Theta Chi, toppling from the throne by a
safe margin of points, 33-22.
Considerable jockeying featured the first
stanza with Theta Chi starting slow and
Phi Eta emerging with a 7-4 lead as the
period ended. The play quickened up in
the second chapter with Theta Chi tying
the game up twice only to see MacBride
drop one in the hoop as the half ended to
give Phi Eta a two-point, 13-11 lead.
In the last two periods Phi Eta steadily
ideried the gap due to brilliant playing
la Towle and MacBride. Theta Chi made
a desperate bid in the last quarter, shoot-
ing the ball from all angles and distances.
but it was Phi Eta's night. Ed Backer
was outstanding in his defensive work for
the losers.
Phi Eta remains the only undefeated
team in the Northern League, and if they
remain so until the end of the month they
will play the winner of the Southern
League for the Intramural Championship.
Summaries:
PHI ETA KAPPA (33)
FG F TP
Crandall, rf 1 0 2
Keegan. If 1 0
Wadleigh, If 2 1 5
Towle, c 4 2 10
Thompson. 1g 1 0 2
MacBride, rg 5 2 12
Totals 14 5 33
THETA CHI (22)
FG F TP
Anderson. If 2 2 6
Corrigan, rf 2 •1 5
Dunlevy, rf 0 0 0
Thompson. c 1 1 3
Murphy, lg 1 0 2
Backer, rg 3 0 6
Totals 9 4 22
NOTICE
FOOTBALL MEN
Indoor practice for backfield and
center candidates will be held at the
Indoor Field Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, February 18, 20, and 22
at 4 p.m.
Football shoes, if desired, will be
the only necessary equipment.
The Pale Mu( '.arsity track 1e4:;1 will
begin its indoor season this Saturday
when it journeys to Boston to participate
in the University Club Meet.
With his trackmen working out daily
since immediately after the Christmas
recess, Coach Chester Jenkins feels that
his charges are in excellent condition to
mate a good showing at the meet, the
fourth annual indoor meet sponsored by
the University Club.
Earlier this year Maine's standing
among the colleges was considerably
boosted when the Club committee raised
Maine from the Class B colleges to Class
A. This is a decided honor and a high
recommendation of Maine's track teams
and of Coach Jenkins' ability as mentor.
This year the weight events have been
added to the meet schedule and conse-
quently Coach Jenkins will take a slight-
ly larger squad to the Hub City than as
previous. It is expected that about 20
men will make the trip.
Maine's best showing will probably be
made in the longer distance events, the
880 yard run, the mile, and the mile re-
lay, as the Pale Blue distance men have
been hanging up all kinds of records this
year and show promise of adding many
; more.
For the 880 yard run, Coach Jenkins
has two record-breakers in Joel Marsh
and Ken Black. Ken holds the gym rec-
ord for the 880 and Joe broke the gym
record for Class B colleges at Boston
last year. Bill Hunnewell, Ernie Black,
and Bill Cole will probably represent
Maine in the mile run, whie Jim O'Con-
nor, Harry Saunders, Charlie Leavitt,
and Bob DeWick will make up the one-
mile relay team.
Although Maine will miss Don Favor
and his record tosses in the hammer
throw, Maine has several weightmen who
are consistently heaving the 35 pound
hammer for 50 feet or more. Rugged
George Frame and all-Maine tackle Clayt
Totman will represent Maine in this
event, while in the shot Myron Collette
has been doing exceptionally well with
Frame again repeating.
Lanky Maurice Goddard. a senior of
four year's track experience, and Harold
Webb, a sophomore, competing in his
irst year on the varity, will be entered
MONDAY
LUCREZIA
BORI
Frosh Meet Bridgton in
Second Dual Meet Sat
The i resiatian track team v, i!! 
-
gage in its second dual track nici.-! ,
the season this Saturday when
play host to a strong aggregati
cinder-path men from Er.
Academy in the Armory.
of the strong showing the fru,.
made in their previous meets, in
feating the sophomores and
Portland High quite handily
winning many places in thy.
mas Handicap, the yearling,.
strong favorites to cop the meet.
Bridgton is bringing a powerful gr!1::
trackmen that promise to be no ea•I
marks fir the first year Men. In the .11;,
Dow, Boettcher, and Sherry will be rail-
! fling against two speedsters of no meail
ability, Aaskov and Paladino. In the
Bridgton will be represented by Hanley
• who has been high point man in several ai
the prepper's meets; in the pole vault,
high jump, and hurdles by Whit!
mer South Portland High star
be running against former te.
Gowell and Kelley.
Among the potential point
-winner-
the frosh are: Gowell and Smart
Boettcher, Dow, Pirce, Smith,
sprints; Boettcher, Dow, and Shwa
Hurwitz, 600; Fuller, 1000; Wa,'
Cain, Troland, Hersey, Wis!
Dean, mile. Field events: Hard.
Ireland, pole vault; Smart and 1.
high jump; Gowell, Kelley, Dow.
jump; Rogers, Fox, and Davis, sii,1 ;
in the hurdles and should give a
account of themselves.
In the high and broad jum;
Jenkins has several possibilitit
leading candidates to date are ‘Vebb
Ireland, and Art Roberts. Ireland.
Hawthorne, and Francis Boyle an
chief candidates for the pole vault
have not been reaching their top for:.
practice as yet.
Dashmen representing the Pale
will be chosen from Don Huff, Rod
'alley, and John Murray. Mullaney
the gym record for the 50 but was !
out by Huff in trials for the K.C.
Murray, a sophomore, has not ha.
experience of Huff or Mullaney
shows much promise.
WEDNESDAY
LILY
PONS
SATURDAY
RICHARD
BONELL1
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
9 P. M. (E. S. T.) —COLUMBIA NETWORK
Just what is meant
by cross-blending tobaccos. . . and
how does it make a cigarette milder
and taste better . . .
Well, in blending you take two or more tobaccos
and mix them together—a rather simple process.
But cross-blending goes a step further. . .
IN making Chesterfields we takeBright tobacco from Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia and Florida. NVe
take Burley tobacco from Kentucky
and Tennessee, and tobacco from
Southern Maryland.
Then in addition to these home-
grown tobaccos we take tobacco
grown in Turkey and Greece.
We balance these mild, ripe home-
grown tobaccos with the right
amounts and the right kinds of
aromatic Turkish.
Then, instead of just mixing the
tobaccos together, we blend and
cross-hlend them so that all the dif-
ferent flavors go together into one
full flavor—the Chesterfield taste
that so many smokers like.
Cross-6/ending tobaccos as it
is done in Chesterfields giver
the cigarette a pleasing taste
and aroma—they're mild ana'
yet They Satisfy.
Attend the
Winter Carniva
FridaY P.M.
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